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Abstract. Volcanic eruptions that inject sulfur dioxide into the stratosphere have the potential to alter large-
scale circulation patterns, such as the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO), which can affect weather and transport
of chemical species. Here, we conduct simulations of tropical volcanic eruptions using the UM-UKCA aerosol-
climate model with an explicit representation of the QBO. Eruptions emitting 60 Tg of SO2 (i.e. the magnitude
of the 1815 Mt. Tambora eruption) and 15 Tg of SO2 (i.e. the magnitude of the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption) were
initiated at the Equator during two different QBO states. We show that tropical eruptions delay the progression of
the QBO phases, with the magnitude of the delay dependent on the initial wind shear in the lower stratosphere and
a much longer delay when the shear is easterly than when it is westerly. The QBO response in our model is driven
by vertical advection of momentum by the stronger tropical upwelling caused by heating due to the increased
volcanic sulfate aerosol loading. Direct aerosol-induced warming with subsequent thermal wind adjustment,
as proposed by previous studies, is found to only play a secondary role. This interpretation of the response is
supported by comparison with a simple dynamical model. The dependence of the magnitude of the response on
the initial QBO state results from differences in the QBO secondary circulation. In the easterly shear zone of
the QBO, the vertical component of the secondary circulation is upward and reinforces the anomalous upwelling
driven by volcanic aerosol heating, whereas in the westerly shear zone the vertical component is downward and
opposes the aerosol-induced upwelling. We also find a change in the latitudinal structure of the QBO, with the
westerly phase of the QBO strengthening in the hemisphere with the lowest sulfate aerosol burden. Overall, our
study suggests that tropical eruptions of Pinatubo magnitude or larger could force changes to the progression
of the QBO, with particularly disruptive outcomes for the QBO if the eruption occurs during the easterly QBO
shear.
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1 Introduction

When explosive volcanic eruptions inject sulfur dioxide
(SO2) into the stratosphere, the effects can be global. In
the last 50 years, eruptions of El Chichón (1982) and Mt.
Pinatubo (1991) have released large amounts of SO2 into
the stratosphere, altering temperature distributions and cir-
culation patterns in both the stratosphere and the troposphere
(Labitzke and McCormick, 1992; Robock, 2000; Stenchikov
et al., 2002). An understanding of the effects of such ex-
plosive eruptions is key for accurate weather and climate
predictions. Furthermore, the effects of Pinatubo-magnitude
eruptions are sufficiently large relative to natural atmospheric
variability that they provide very useful tests of modelling
capability, particularly with regard to the stratosphere.

In this paper we focus on the possible effects of SO2 injec-
tions from large-magnitude tropical eruptions on the strato-
spheric quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO), which is an oscil-
lation of the tropical zonal winds, between easterly and west-
erly, in the altitude range 16–40 km and with a period of
approximately 28 months (Baldwin et al., 2001). The east-
erly and westerly phases propagate downwards towards the
tropopause. The pattern of descending, alternating phases is
driven by atmospheric waves, which provide easterly and
westerly zonal-mean forces (Lindzen and Holton, 1968), and
the speed of descent is determined by a balance between
the wave-driven acceleration and upward advection of zonal-
mean momentum by the Brewer–Dobson circulation (BDC)
(Baldwin et al., 2001). The variation in tropical winds asso-
ciated with the QBO influences subtropical and extratropi-
cal wave activity and the polar vortex (e.g. Holton and Tan,
1980; Anstey and Shepherd, 2014). Changes to the extratrop-
ical stratospheric circulation can in turn lead to changes near
the surface, so the QBO is important for seasonal weather
forecasting (Scaife et al., 2014). The QBO may also af-
fect weather systems in the tropics, e.g. by modulating the
Madden–Julian oscillation (Son et al., 2017).

Following a large, explosive volcanic eruption, SO2 in-
jected into the stratosphere is oxidised to form sulfuric
acid aerosol particles (referred to as volcanic sulfate aerosol
throughout). The increase in volcanic sulfate aerosol burden
causes radiative heating of the lower stratosphere by absorp-
tion of infra-red (IR) from the surface and near-IR from solar
radiation (Robock, 2000). After the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo
in the Philippines (15.13◦ N, 120.35◦ E) in 1991, tropical
stratosphere temperatures were observed to increase by up
to 3.5 K above the mean (Labitzke and McCormick, 1992),
and the upwards BDC strengthened in the tropics (Kinne and
Toon, 1992). Climate model simulations of the Mt. Pinatubo
eruption suggest that the heating due to the aerosol was about
0.2 K d−1 at 30 hPa in the tropics (Rieger et al., 2020).

Labitzke (1994) noted that the westerly phase (measured
by winds in the lower stratosphere) of the QBO after the
Mt. Pinatubo eruption in 1991 was remarkably long but did
not discuss whether this was caused by the eruption. Two

other large-magnitude eruptions (El Chichón in 1982 and Mt.
Agung in 1963) have occurred since QBO measurements be-
gan in 1953 (Naujokat, 1986), and indeed Dunkerton (1983)
identified a possible QBO perturbation caused by the Mt.
Agung eruption. However, the significant cycle-to-cycle vari-
ability in the QBO signal and the small number of relevant
eruptions means that observations alone are not sufficient
to conclude an eruption effect. Furthermore, in the past 3
decades there have been only a small number of model stud-
ies (Brenna et al., 2021; DallaSanta et al., 2021) attempting
to obtain a more general understanding of the effect of vol-
canic eruptions on the QBO.

There have been several recent studies investigating the
response of the QBO to solar radiation management (SRM)
through artificial injection of SO2 or sulfate into the strato-
sphere, which can be considered as equivalent to a sustained
volcanic eruption (although not necessarily equivalent to the
short-lived, explosive eruptions in this study). Such stud-
ies (e.g. Aquila et al., 2014; Niemeier and Schmidt, 2017;
Richter et al., 2017; Tilmes et al., 2018; Franke et al., 2021)
typically find that continuous SO2 injection at the Equator
over a period of several years causes the overall period of
the QBO to increase, typically through increased duration of
westerlies in the lower stratosphere, which in some simula-
tions becomes permanent so that the QBO disappears. These
studies (see in particular Aquila et al., 2014, and Franke et
al., 2021) identify two distinct mechanisms as, in combina-
tion, responsible for the QBO response to sulfate SRM. The
two mechanisms may be termed (i) the “thermal wind bal-
ance mechanism” and (ii) the “upwelling mechanism”. In
the thermal wind balance mechanism, changes in tempera-
ture caused by the aerosol heating must, to satisfy thermal
wind balance, be accompanied by changes in winds, mani-
fested by changes in the QBO. In the upwelling mechanism,
aerosol heating drives a change in vertical velocity in the
tropical lower stratosphere which, through its effect on ver-
tical advection of momentum, leads to a change in the pro-
gression of the QBO. The naming of (i) and (ii) is chosen
to reflect terminology of previous authors, but it is important
to note that thermal wind balance of the zonal-mean tem-
perature and zonal-wind fields is always approximately re-
alised, even in the vicinity of the Equator. The fundamental
difference between mechanisms (i) and (ii) is then how vol-
canic heating is viewed as affecting the QBO: mechanism (i)
emphasises direct modification of the temperature field by
aerosol heating, whereas (ii) acknowledges that temperature
perturbations are not efficiently forced by heating near the
Equator and highlights the impact of vertical velocity pertur-
bations on the momentum budget of the QBO.

As sulfate SRM studies involve continuous injection over
several years, the forcing is maintained and a new statisti-
cal equilibrium is reached in which the QBO characteris-
tics such as period and amplitude are different from those in
the unperturbed atmosphere. In contrast to SRM scenarios,
the forcing from explosive volcanic eruptions typically de-
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cays over 1–3 years. DallaSanta et al. (2021) have recently
described multi-model simulations of Pinatubo-magnitude
eruptions. They considered the effect of the eruption on
the period and amplitude of the following QBO cycle and
found it to be dependent on the QBO state at the time of
eruption, characterising the post-eruption state as favouring
lower-stratospheric westerlies and hence prolonging the pe-
riod if this was the initial state and reducing it if the initial
state had lower-stratospheric easterlies. Across the different
models they considered, DallaSanta et al. (2021) identified
a coherent dynamical response to the aerosol injection and
concluded that the effect on the QBO was primarily medi-
ated by the upwelling mechanism. Another recent study by
Brenna et al. (2021) considered the effect of tropical super-
eruptions (those having total SO2 emissions of 1000 Tg, i.e.
about 60 times those of Pinatubo). The response, an easterly
state lasting for 5 years followed by a periodic QBO with a
longer period than before, was found to be independent of the
initial QBO state and was attributed to the thermal wind bal-
ance mechanism, although the upwelling mechanism is also
referred to. The formation of easterlies in the initial stages of
the disruption caused by the super-eruption is distinctly dif-
ferent to the QBO response to the Pinatubo-magnitude simu-
lations by DallaSanta et al. (2021) and to sulfate SRM simu-
lations.

Any disruption of the QBO by volcanic eruptions is ar-
guably best considered as a temporary disruption analogous
to the dynamical disruptions observed in 2015 and 2020 (Os-
prey et al., 2016; Anstey et al., 2021) and analysed by con-
sidering the detailed time evolution of the equatorial zonal
winds rather than by, e.g. a change in QBO period. Dur-
ing those observed disruptions, the descent of the westerly
phase in the lower or middle stratosphere was interrupted by
the appearance of easterlies, which then descended, followed
by the westerlies, as the QBO resumed its normal charac-
ter. These disruptions are believed to be due to anomalously
strong propagation of large-scale waves from the extratropics
into the tropics, and therefore very different in their mech-
anism from any effect of volcanic eruptions, but they are
evidence that short-term modulation of the QBO momen-
tum budget can cause observable changes in the QBO pro-
gression. We also consider that the dispersion of the aerosol
may be affected by the circulation at the time of the eruption
(Niemeier and Schmidt, 2017). The time-evolving dispersion
of the aerosol is likely to influence the forcing, and therefore
the circulation patterns. For example, Pitari et al. (2016) find
that a Pinatubo-magnitude eruption during easterly QBO (e-
QBO) conditions delays meridional transport and increases
e-folding times compared to an eruption during westerly
QBO (w-QBO) conditions. This could lead to differences in
the forcing and response between eruptions initiated during
different QBO states and seasons.

Here we use an aerosol model coupled to a general circu-
lation model, described in Sect. 2.1, to investigate changes to
the QBO in response to a forcing from tropical volcanic erup-

tions releasing 15 and 60 Tg of SO2. An eruption releasing
60 Tg of SO2 is comparable to the 1815 Mt. Tambora erup-
tion, with an expected recurrence frequency of one eruption
every 100 to 1000 years. The 15 Tg case is comparable to
the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption, with an expected recurrence
frequency of one eruption every 30 to 40 years. Simulation
details and definitions of the QBO states used in this study
are described in Sect. 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Interpretation
of the aerosol model results is aided by a simplified dynami-
cal model of the QBO described in Sect. 2.4.

We explore the following questions: does the state of the
QBO or season of eruption have an effect on the QBO re-
sponse (Sect. 3.1)? To what extent can the QBO response be
explained by either the “thermal wind balance mechanism”
or the “upwelling mechanism” (Sect. 3.2)? Is there an effect
on the QBO response from the dispersion of the aerosol dur-
ing eruptions in different states and seasons (Sect. 3.3)? In
Sect. 4, we argue that the primary effect of an eruption on
the QBO can be determined by considering the “upwelling
mechanism” and the implication of the increased vertical ve-
locity on the QBO momentum balance.

2 Methods

2.1 Description of the UM-UKCA model

We use the UM-UKCA interactive stratospheric aerosol
model, which consists of the UK Met Office Unified Model
(UM) general circulation model (HadGEM-GA7.1) coupled
with version 11.2 of the UK Chemistry and Aerosol scheme
(UKCA). The model is run with a year 2000 atmosphere-
only time slice set-up, with prescribed sea surface tempera-
tures and sea ice fraction and depth. The resolution is 1.25◦

(latitude) by 1.875◦ (longitude) with 85 vertical levels up to
85 km. The model configuration is based on the UM-UKCA
11.2 release version but with explosive eruptions enacted and
a correction applied that reduces the number of nucleation
mode aerosol particles, previously erroneously high (Ran-
jithkumar et al., 2021; Mulcahy et al., 2023).

UKCA contains the Global Model of Aerosol Processes
(GloMAP; Mann et al., 2010, 2012) modal aerosol scheme,
with aerosol simulated in 7 log-normal modes, and whole-
atmosphere chemistry (Archibald et al., 2020). Volcanic
eruptions are simulated by emitting SO2 in one grid box at a
certain latitude and longitude; the SO2 is oxidised to H2SO4
vapour and sulfate aerosol is subsequently formed via nu-
cleation and condensation and evolves via coagulation, sedi-
mentation and wet and dry deposition. The radiation scheme
accounts for aerosol radiative heating. UKCA includes grav-
ity wave drag with parameterised orographic (Webster et al.,
2003) and non-orographic components (Scaife et al., 2002).

This model has an internally generated QBO with am-
plitudes of up to 20 m s−1 for the westerlies and up to
−40 m s−1 for the easterlies (Morgenstern et al., 2009) that
compare well to observations (Naujokat, 1986). However, the
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average period length is ∼ 50 months (Morgenstern et al.,
2009), which is almost twice as long as the observed QBO
period of 28 months (Schenzinger et al., 2017).

2.2 Model simulations and reanalysis data used in this
study

We investigate the response of the QBO in UM-UKCA for
two different eruption magnitudes, different initial states for
the QBO shear zone at 30 hPa and different seasons at the
time of the eruption. Eruptions are simulated during states
with easterly shear (e-QBO) and westerly shear (w-QBO) at
30 hPa chosen from a 9-year control simulation; the e-QBO
and w-QBO states are defined in Sect. 2.3. We specified in-
jections of 15 and 60 Tg of SO2, representative of large (Mt.
Pinatubo) and very large (Mt. Tambora) eruptions.

We present here the results from eruptions in July; how-
ever, we also performed a sensitivity test in which we sim-
ulated the same eruptions in January to investigate the re-
sponse of the QBO to the season of eruption. The results for
the January simulations are shown in the Supplement since,
in general, we identify the same trends regardless of season
(see Text S2, results from eruptions in January). An excep-
tion is that changes to the latitudinal structure of the QBO
occur in the opposite hemisphere for eruptions in January
compared to July. The simulations in January have different
initial conditions to those in July so although we do not have
ensemble members for the perturbed cases, we use the simi-
larity in response between different seasons to increase confi-
dence in our results. The simulations were run for 36 months
and the volcanic SO2 was released between 18–20 km alti-
tude at 0◦ N latitude and 140◦ E longitude.

The response of the QBO to volcanic eruptions, as mea-
sured by the difference between two simulations with and
without the perturbation associated with the eruption in-
cluded, needs to be distinguished from differences among
unperturbed simulations that arise from internal dynamical
variability (i.e. the QBO might be affected by such vari-
ability in tropical or in extratropical dynamics). To address
this point, we conducted two small ensembles of three con-
trol simulations without volcanic emissions; one ensemble
started during an e-QBO and one started during a w-QBO.
Within each ensemble, one simulation used the same initial
conditions as the simulations containing the eruptions. For
the other two control simulations, we perturbed the initial
conditions very slightly (at the bit level), with the expecta-
tion that these perturbations would grow through the simula-
tion and therefore provide an indication of the magnitude of
internal variability in the unforced simulation.

To clarify the mechanisms driving the response of the
QBO to eruptions we use a 2-D dynamical model (described
in Sect. 2.4 below). Firstly, we use the 2-D model to assess
the contribution from the “thermal wind balance mechanism”
and the “upwelling mechanism” (both described in Sect. 2.4).
Secondly, we test whether the primary differences in QBO

responses during different QBO states can be explained by
the dynamical properties of the QBO (described as part of the
dynamical framework in Sect. 2.3) or the different transport
of the aerosol under those conditions. To separate these pos-
sibilities, we compare the UM-UKCA model results, which
includes feedbacks between the aerosol and circulation, to
results from the 2-D model that does not include these feed-
backs. The heating rate prescribed for the 2-D model does not
consider how differences in QBO state may affect the circu-
lation of the aerosol nor does it vary with season. It therefore
enables us to quantify the response to eruptions if there was
no effect on the heating from differences in the aerosol dis-
tribution between QBO states and seasons.

To investigate the latitudinal structure of the QBO and any
changes to it, we aim to identify the centre of the QBO west-
erly phase by selecting the maximum westerly zonal-mean
wind in the region 10 to 70 hPa between latitudes 15◦ N and
15◦ S for each month. The latitude of this maximum zonal-
mean zonal wind is compared over time between simulations.
To identify whether the latitude of the maximum QBO west-
erlies is well represented in our model and the change in lat-
itude after an eruption is significant, we compare to monthly
reanalysis data from NASA MERRA-2 for the period 1980
to 2020 (Bosilovich et al., 2015). The 95th percentile of the
observed latitude range is used to determine the significance
of any changes to the QBO latitudinal structure that occur
after a simulated eruption.

2.3 Definitions of e-QBO and w-QBO and the dynamical
framework

We investigate the response of the QBO depending on the
QBO state at the time of eruption. Often, the QBO state is
characterised by the QBO phase or vertical shear at a cer-
tain pressure (usually 30 to 50 hPa), although the definition is
not always consistent among papers (Wei et al., 2021). Here,
we define the QBO state by the vertical shear of the zonal-
mean zonal wind at 30 hPa. We define an e-QBO as having
an easterly shear at 30 hPa (and therefore easterlies above and
westerlies below 30 hPa) and a w-QBO as having a westerly
shear at 30 hPa (and therefore westerlies above and easter-
lies below 30 hPa) (Fig. 1). In this paper, we also use the
terms westerly and easterly phase to refer to the descend-
ing wind system of the QBO. For example, in a simulation
initialised with an (unperturbed) w-QBO state, the westerly
phase would be expected to descend with time.

The likely effect on the QBO of the injection of volcanic
aerosol in the tropical lower stratosphere can be described
using the long-established dynamical theory for the QBO it-
self and for the stratospheric meridional circulation. A first
key point is that, whilst the mechanism for the QBO, in-
cluding an explanation for the downward propagation of the
QBO wind anomalies, can be captured in a 1-D model that
considers variation only in the vertical, important features
of the observed QBO follow only if the latitudinal struc-
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ture is included. In particular, considering that approximate
zonal-mean thermal wind balance must hold, it follows that
the easterly shear zone must have a negative temperature
anomaly and the westerly shear zone must have a positive
temperature anomaly at the Equator relative to the long-term
mean temperature (Plumb and Bell, 1982; Huang et al., 2006;
Punge et al., 2009). Furthermore, since the timescales of the
QBO anomalies are much longer than radiative timescales,
these temperature anomalies must be maintained against
the effect of radiative heating or cooling by vertical mo-
tion, with tropical upwelling (and compensating subtropi-
cal downwelling) in the easterly shear zone and tropical
downwelling (and compensating subtropical upwelling) in
the westerly shear zone (Baldwin et al., 2001; Minschwaner
et al., 2016). These patterns of upwelling and downwelling
associated with the QBO are superimposed on the long-term
time mean BDC upwelling. Figure 1 shows QBO states with
easterly and westerly shear zones (Fig. 1a, b) and the asso-
ciated dynamical properties, following the classic picture of
Plumb and Bell (1982). The upwelling and downwelling cir-
culations have a significant effect on the QBO winds, through
the corresponding vertical advection of momentum (see Eq. 2
below) and lead to well-known asymmetry in the downward
propagation of shear zones, with slower descent of easterly
shear zones and more rapid descent of westerly shear zones.
This asymmetry tends to be stronger in the lower stratosphere
than the middle stratosphere.

2.4 Description of the 2-D dynamical model

To understand the effect of volcanic aerosol heating on the
QBO it is necessary to consider both the zonal-mean ther-
modynamic and zonal momentum equation and the coupling
between these equations through the zonal-mean continuity
equation and the zonal-mean meridional momentum equa-
tion (which yields the thermal wind equation). This system
of equations has been much studied (e.g. Plumb, 1982; Gar-
cia, 1987; Haynes et al., 1991; Ming et al., 2016) and has the
well-known property that an applied force or an applied heat-
ing leads to responses both in zonal velocity u and in temper-
ature T , with these responses depending on latitude and on
processes such as frictional or radiative damping. What is
particularly relevant here is that near the Equator most of the
response to an imposed heating appears as a vertical velocity,
not as a change in temperature. Furthermore, the associated
circulation in the meridional plane is very ineffective in driv-
ing changes in the zonal velocity u near the Equator because
the resulting Coriolis force is very small. Indeed, this is the
reason why, in the early stages of the search for a dynam-
ical mechanism for the QBO itself, the hypothesis that the
wind anomalies might be explained as a response to heating
anomalies had to be rejected (Wallace and Holton, 1968).

Correspondingly, a mechanism for modification of QBO
winds by volcanic aerosol heating that is a consequence of
temperature changes directly caused by that volcanic heating

(what we refer to as the thermal wind balance mechanism)
will be very ineffective at low latitudes. Instead, the primary
response to the heating will be a change in upwelling and the
effect on zonal winds will be felt through the vertical mo-
mentum advection term in the zonal-mean momentum equa-
tion. This principle was demonstrated by Dunkerton (1983),
who presented a 1-D model of volcanic impact on the QBO
in which the volcanic impact was imposed simply by adding
a specified anomaly in vertical velocity. However, in many
of the recent studies of SRM or indeed volcanic effects, the
principle has been obscured by invoking a version of the
“thermal wind balance mechanism”. Our argument in this
paper is that the primary effect of an eruption on the QBO
can be assessed by asking the following questions: (i) what
will be the resulting change in tropical upwelling close to
the Equator, and (ii) what will be the implication of the up-
welling for the QBO momentum balance?

To illustrate and support these arguments, we use a simple
model, based on the 2-D dynamical equations for a zonally
symmetric atmosphere, which incorporates a simple gravity
wave parameterisation and hence allows a QBO. The model
equations (e.g. Andrews et al., 1987) are as follows:

∂T

∂t
+
v

a

∂T

∂ϕ
+w

κ Tb

H
=Qvolc+Qrad [T ;z] , (1)

∂u

∂t
+ v

(
1

a cosϕ
∂ (ucosϕ)
∂ϕ

− 2�sinϕ
)
+w

∂u

∂z

=Gwave [u;z]+Gfriction, (2)

2� sinϕ u= −
1
a

∂8

∂ϕ
, (3)

∂8

∂z
=
RT

H
, (4)

1
a cos ϕ

∂

∂ϕ
(v cosϕ)+

1
ρ0

∂

∂z
(ρ0w)= 0, (5)

where every variable is understood to be independent of lon-
gitude.

Notation is standard with ϕ and z being, respectively, lat-
itude and log-pressure height (defined by z=H ln (p0/p),
where p is pressure, p0 is a reference pressure taken to
be 1000 hPa, H is a scale height, taken to be 7 km, and
ρ0 = e

−z/H ). R is the gas constant, and a is the radius of the
Earth. The model domain extends from pole to pole in lati-
tude and from z= 0 to z= 80 km in height. The dynamical
variables u, v, w, T and 8 all represent anomalies with re-
spect to a resting background state in which the temperature
takes the constant value Tb. u is the zonal velocity and (v, w)
the latitudinal and vertical components of the residual mean
circulation (all measured in m s−1). T is the temperature
anomaly, and 8 is the corresponding geopotential anomaly.
In the thermodynamic Eq. (1) Qvolc is the volcanic aerosol
heating with units of K s−1. Qrad =−αT is a radiative re-
laxation that is proportional to the temperature anomaly T .
The radiative relaxation timescale, α−1, is assumed to be 20 d
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Figure 1. Schematic temperature and circulation anomalies (a) associated with a lower-stratospheric easterly shear zone and upper-
stratospheric westerly shear zone, (b) associated with a lower-stratospheric westerly shear zone and upper-stratospheric easterly shear zone,
and (c) in response to heating from a volcanic SO2 injection at the Equator at the location indicated with a red triangle. Panels (a) and (b) are
adapted from Plumb and Bell (1982). The black line contours in (a) and (b) represent positive and negative zonal winds as solid and dashed
lines, respectively. Positive temperature anomalies (filled shading) are shown in red, and negative temperature anomalies are shown in blue.
Arrows indicate circulation anomalies relative to the climatological average. The purple circle in panel (c) indicates the heating rate anomaly
from the volcanic sulfate, which is narrow compared to the temperature anomaly.

throughout the whole model domain for simplicity. The term
w (∂T /∂z + κT /H ) (i.e. vertical advection of the potential
temperature anomaly) is neglected. This follows Dunkerton
(1991; see Sect. 2a) in his study of the height–latitude struc-
ture of the QBO in an idealised model, and thereby avoids nu-
merical difficulties associated with the equations becoming
ill-posed. Again following Dunkerton (1991), Eq. (3) repre-
sents geostrophic balance rather than gradient wind balance,
a justifiable approximation in the tropics. In the momentum
Eq. (2)Gwave [u;z] is a wave force that at each level depends
on the vertical profile of u and is specified according to the
two-wave parameterisation of Plumb (1977) as

Gwave [u,z]=−
∂

∂z
(F1 [u,z]+F2 [u,z])+

1
ρ

∂

∂z
νρ
∂ u

∂z
,

where

Fi [u,z]= 0(z < zlaunch) , (6)

Fi [u,z]= Fi (0)exp

−
z∫

zlaunch

αidz′

(u− ci)2 (z > zlaunch)

 , (7)

and ν is a vertical diffusivity. The wave phase speeds, ci ,
momentum fluxes, F (0)

i , and the constants, αi , controlling
the decay rates were chosen simply to give a QBO-like os-
cillation similar to that observed, with c1 =−c2= 10 m s−1,
F

(0)
1 =−F

(0)
2 = 5×10−4 m2 s−2 and α1 = α2 = 10−2 m s−2.

The launch height zlaunch was taken to be 15 km. For simplic-
ity, it was assumed thatGwave [u,z] is determined only by the
profile of u at the Equator and that it has a specified latitu-
dinal structure exp(− 1

2 (ϕ/10◦)2) to give equatorial confine-
ment. In this type of simple wave forcing parameterisation,
inclusion of vertical diffusion of momentum is essential to al-
low an oscillation (see, for example, Plumb, 1977) and plays
an important role close to the level where the wave forcing is
imposed (zlaunch in the model presented here). The diffusion

term has therefore been included in G [u,z] with the diffu-
sivity ν taken to be 2 m2 s−1. The diffusion term is not in-
tended to represent any specific process, but it is simply used
as an accepted modelling device required for this type of sim-
ple formulation of wave forces. Gfriction is imposed as a lin-
ear frictional term with timescale 1 d applied below z= 3 km
and above z= 60 km added to a linear friction with timescale
2000 d applied at all levels.

The equations above may be reduced to elliptic equations
for ∂u

∂t
and ∂〈T 〉

∂t
, where 〈·〉 indicates the area-weighted latitu-

dinal integral, in terms of u, v, w, T , Qvolc, Qrad, Gwave and
Gfriction. Straightforward finite-difference approximations to
these equations may then be solved using sparse matrix rou-
tines allowing the fields u and 〈T 〉 to be advanced in time.
These fields are together sufficient to determine the entire T
field through Eq. (3). The results reported below were ob-
tained with 120 levels in z and 64 latitude points and with a
time step of 0.1 d. It was verified that the results were robust
to changes in these choices. If the aerosol heating Qvolc and
the wave forceGwave are zero then the system simply relaxes
towards the resting basic state.

Results from this model, discussed in Sect. 3.2, are used
to support our arguments about the role of vertical velocity
perturbations driven by volcanic aerosol heating in the dis-
ruption of the QBO.

3 Results

3.1 The response of the QBO to a tropical volcanic
eruption in the UM-UKCA model

3.1.1 Internal variability of the QBO in UM-UKCA

First, we evaluate the degree of natural variability in the sim-
ulated QBO in UM-UKCA for each control ensemble mem-
ber (Fig. 2). Below 10 hPa, the standard deviation between
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Figure 2. Mean zonal-wind direction averaged 2◦ N–2◦ S for all
control ensemble member simulations initiated during (a) a w-QBO
and (b) an e-QBO. Dashed lines indicate the zero-wind line for each
ensemble member, orange shading indicates positive zonal winds
and blue shading indicates negative zonal winds. Stippling occurs
where the standard deviation of the zonal wind across control en-
semble members is greater than 4 m s−1.

control ensemble members is rarely greater than 4 m s−1

(Fig. 2, stippling), indicating that the strength of each phase
does not vary substantially among ensemble members. For
control simulations initialised during a w-QBO state, the rate
of descent of the westerly phase is similar for each ensem-
ble member, as shown by the overlapping zero-wind lines for
the first 12 months as the westerly phase descends (Fig. 2a).
The zero-wind lines of the ensemble members begin to devi-
ate from each other after ∼ 12 months as the phase changes
from westerly to easterly at different times for each ensemble
member. For control simulations initiated during an e-QBO
(Fig. 2b), the difference in timing of the easterly-to-westerly
phase transition causes the zero-wind lines for each ensemble
member to diverge by up to 4 months. To assess the effects
of volcanic eruptions in Sect. 3.1.2, we consider phases that
ascend rather than descend or changes to the w-QBO zonal
winds that occur within the first 12 months to be disrupted.

3.1.2 The response of the QBO progression to a
tropical volcanic eruption in UM-UKCA

To evaluate any changes to the QBO after tropical volcanic
eruptions, we present the zonal winds of the control ensem-
ble mean and the zonal winds after each volcanic eruption in
Fig. 3 and the zonal-wind anomalies calculated compared to
the control ensemble mean in Fig. 4. We find that the pro-
gression of the e-QBO state is more strongly affected by a
tropical volcanic eruption than the w-QBO state. For a 60 Tg
eruption initiated during a w-QBO state, the descent of the
westerly phase is delayed by about 10 months after the erup-
tion (cf. Fig. 3a to e), but for the same eruption initiated dur-
ing an e-QBO, the overlying easterly zonal winds actually
ascend initially and remain above 30 hPa for the duration of
the simulation (cf. Fig. 3b–f). The evolution of the e-QBO

case no longer resembles the control ensemble simulations;
the westerly phase originally at 65 hPa also ascends to 25 hPa
for the 60 Tg eruptions and to 40 hPa for the 15 Tg eruptions
(cf. Fig. 3b to d and f). The larger disruption to the e-QBO
relative to the w-QBO is also found in simulations started in
January (see Supplement Text S2). The ascent of the zonal
winds is easily identified following an eruption initiated dur-
ing an e-QBO, although a slight ascent may be occurring in
the w-QBO case as well (Fig. 3f months 5–9). This is more
pronounced for the corresponding 60 Tg eruption initiated in
January (Fig. S1e in the Supplement).

For 15 Tg eruptions initiated during a w-QBO state
(Fig. 3c), the disruption is most clearly seen in the zonal-
wind anomalies in Fig. 4a. The pattern of the zonal-wind
anomalies with respect to the control is similar to that created
by the 60 Tg eruption (cf. Fig. 4a and c), which suggests there
may be a small effect from the eruption. Within the first 10
months after the eruption, the 60 Tg eruption forces a weak
easterly zonal-wind anomaly of 15 m s−1 at the easterly-to-
westerly zero-wind line and a westerly wind anomaly at the
westerly-to-easterly zero-wind line compared to the control
ensemble mean (Fig. 4c). This is consistent with a delay in
the descent of the westerly phase. The easterly wind anomaly
covers most of the range of altitude where westerlies are
present in the control case during the first 10 months after
the eruption, meaning the westerly phase at these altitudes
has weakened during this period. A weaker westerly phase is
also evident on inspection of Fig. 3c and e.

For the eruptions initiated during an e-QBO, the delayed
westerly phase leads to a significant positive zonal-wind
anomaly with respect to the control case of up to 40 m s−1

between 40 and 15 hPa for 60 Tg eruptions (Fig. 4d) and
up to 20 m s−1 between 20 and 40 hPa for 15 Tg eruptions
(Fig. 4b). Compared to the zonal-wind anomalies produced
by eruptions initiated during w-QBO (Fig. 4a, c), the anoma-
lies are much larger in magnitude.

3.1.3 The latitudinal structure of the QBO in response to
a volcanic eruption

The UM-UKCA simulations also suggest changes in the
latitude–height structure of the QBO after an eruption. To
compare to the control structure and to observations, Fig. 5
shows the latitudinal position of the maximum westerly
zonal-mean wind in the region 10 to 70 hPa between lati-
tudes 15◦ N and 15◦ S for each simulation. In this region,
the westerly wind is dominated by the QBO. The westerly
maximum therefore represents the centre of the QBO west-
erlies and gives an indication of the latitudinal structure of
the QBO. The same analysis cannot be repeated for an east-
erly wind because QBO easterlies cannot easily be separated
from the subtropical easterlies.

The control ensemble members follow similar paths and
differ in latitude by 3◦ at most in our model simulations. They
are consistently found within the 95th percentile of the lati-
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Figure 3. Filled contours show mean zonal-wind averaged 2◦ N–
2◦ S. Contour lines show positive (solid) and negative (dashed)
mean zonal-wind shear (the change in wind speed with height) at
intervals of 0.0025 s−1 averaged 2◦ N–2◦ S. A solid black contour
indicates a wind shear of zero. The left column shows simulations
initiated during westerly QBO shear at 30 hPa (w-QBO), and the
right column shows simulations initiated during easterly shear at
30 hPa (e-QBO) for (a, b) the control ensemble mean (three mem-
bers), (c, d) 15 Tg eruptions and (e, f) 60 Tg eruptions. A solid white
contour indicates the zero-wind line for comparison to Fig. 4. Red
triangles indicate the approximate altitude of SO2 injection.

tudinal range from observations (Fig. 5, grey shading) and
within 4◦ of the Equator. Without perturbation from a large-
magnitude tropical eruption, the position of the westerly
maximum oscillates from approximately 4◦ N to 4◦ S about
the Equator in a 12-month cycle. The westerly maximum of
the QBO is located in the hemisphere with the strongest ex-
tratropical westerlies, the winter hemisphere, creating a sea-
sonal movement of the QBO westerlies driven by changes in
zonal winds at higher latitudes.

After the eruptions initiated during a w-QBO state in July
(Fig. 5a), the QBO westerly maximum deviates from the lati-
tude of the control ensemble members and moves beyond the
95th percentile of the observed latitude range in the Northern
Hemisphere. For the 60 Tg eruption, the QBO westerly max-
imum moves to 14◦ N and is still displaced relative to the
controls 10 months after the eruption, whereas for the 15 Tg

Figure 4. Zonal-mean zonal-wind (2◦ N−2◦ S) anomaly compared
to the control ensemble for (a, b) 15 Tg eruptions and (c, d) 60 Tg
eruptions. The left column shows an eruption initiated during west-
erly QBO shear at 30 hPa, and the right column shows eruptions
initiated during easterly shear. Solid black lines outline the zero-
wind line after each eruption. Red triangles indicate the eruption
height. Stippling indicates where the zonal-wind anomaly is not sig-
nificantly different to variation among control ensemble members at
the 5 % level using a Student’s t test.

eruption the excursion is smaller and shorter in duration. Sen-
sitivity simulations performed in January show the westerly
maximum moves in the opposite direction (reaching 12◦ S
for a 60 Tg eruption) following an eruption initiated during a
w-QBO state (Fig. S2a).

The latitudinal movement is smaller for eruptions initi-
ated during an e-QBO compared to during a w-QBO. For
the 60 Tg eruption, the westerly maximum moves further into
the Southern Hemisphere compared to the control, but is only
located beyond the 95th percentile of the range from obser-
vations for a single month (Fig. 5b). The 15 Tg eruption initi-
ated during an e-QBO does not affect the latitudinal position
of the westerly maximum. The movement into the Southern
Hemisphere is in the opposite direction to the expected sea-
sonal cycle and also opposite to the movement in response
to an eruption initiated during a w-QBO. Comparing differ-
ent seasons, the response of the e-QBO to an eruption in July
is smaller than the response in January; both the 60 Tg and
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Figure 5. Latitudinal structure of the QBO for (a) eruptions initi-
ated during a w-QBO state and (b) eruptions initiated during an e-
QBO state. Solid lines indicate the latitudinal position of the QBO
westerly maximum in the region 10–70 hPa, 15◦ N–15◦ S following
60 and 15 Tg eruptions and dashed black lines indicate the latitu-
dinal position of the QBO westerly maximum for each of the three
control ensemble members. Grey shading covers the latitudes that
contain 95 % of the variation in the position of the observed QBO
westerly maximum.

15 Tg eruptions are displaced into the Southern Hemisphere
after an eruption in January, and the 60 Tg eruption causes
the westerly phase to reach 8◦ S (Fig. S2b).

The three observed large-magnitude eruptions (1963 Mt.
Agung, 1982 El Chichón, 1991 Mt. Pinatubo) each took
place during an e-QBO state and are closest in magnitude to
the 15 Tg eruption, which shows no change from the control
(Fig. 5b, light blue line). Therefore, analysis of observations
are currently not useful for verification of model results.

3.2 Identifying the primary mechanism causing the
QBO disruptions

3.2.1 Using the 2-D dynamical model

The results of UM-UKCA suggest changes to the progression
and latitudinal structure of the QBO that vary depending on
the QBO state at the time of eruption. The model presented
in Sect. 2.4 is now used to illustrate the effect of a simple rep-
resentation of aerosol heating on the evolution of the QBO.
This will examine the change in the QBO progression fol-
lowing w-QBO and e-QBO states when both configurations
are forced by an identical heating and allows assessment of
the relative roles of the thermal wind balance and upwelling
mechanisms.

Before discussing the impact of the heating perturbation
on the QBO, it is useful to note the response to a heating
perturbation in a resting atmosphere, without any wave forc-
ing, i.e. setting Gwave = 0 in Eq. (2). The heating is confined
in the latitude range [−10◦, 10◦] and in the height range
[17.5 km, 27.5 km] and within this region takes a cos2 form
in both latitude and height. The maximum value of the heat-
ing is 0.5 K d−1. Figure 6a shows the height–latitude distri-
bution of Qvolc. Also shown, as dashed contours with the

same contour interval, is the modification of Qvolc by the
term −wκTb/H in Eq. (1), i.e. the adiabatic cooling and
warming associated with ascent and descent. The magnitude
of this term is substantially smaller and spread more broadly
in latitude than that of Qvolc. Comparison with the temper-
ature response (Fig. 6b) confirms that the response to Qvolc
is strongly influenced by the vertical velocity anomaly. Fig-
ure 6c shows the vertical velocity response, w, averaged over
the 1 year for which the heating is applied. As expected from
dynamical theory, the temperature response is latitudinally
broad compared to the heating because upwelling in the cen-
tre of the heating region leads to adiabatic cooling there, and
downwelling at the edges of the heating region (and outside
it) leads to adiabatic warming. This combination of adiabatic
cooling and warming spreads out and reduces the tempera-
ture response.

Turning now to the case where Gwave is present, with the
parameters specified in Sect. 2.4, the model generates a QBO
with period of about 24 months. Figure 7a shows the time–
height variation of u at the Equator. Note that the wave forc-
ing operates only above 15 km; therefore, the variation of u
below 15 km is not very relevant to the QBO (the magnitude
of the variation could be reduced by changing parameters in
the model “troposphere”, but there are advantages to keep-
ing the model formulation as simple as possible). Focusing
on behaviour above 15 km it may be seen that the modelled
QBO exhibits the characteristic strong asymmetry in descent
rates in the lower stratosphere between easterly shear zones
and westerly shear zones, allowed by the inclusion of the ver-
tical advection term in Eq. (2) and the thermal damping term
in Eq. (1) (the latter statement has been verified by omitting
the corresponding terms from the model equations, in which
case the asymmetry between the easterly and westerly shear
zones disappears).

The QBO of Fig. 7a is now perturbed by applying the
aerosol heating,Qvolc, for a period of 1 year. Figure 7b and c
shows the time–height variation of u when the aerosol heat-
ing Qvolc is applied. The shading denotes the 1-year period
when the heating is active in each case. In the first case
(Fig. 7b), the beginning of the period of heating (24 months
into the simulation) coincides with an e-QBO configuration.
The effect can be measured by the delay to the phase tran-
sition of the QBO at the end of the heating period, which is
about 14 months. In the second case (Fig. 7c), the beginning
of the period of heating (38 months into the simulation) coin-
cides a w-QBO configuration. In this case the resulting delay
to the phase transition of the QBO at the end of the heating
period is about 6 months.

The importance of the vertical advection of momentum by
the vertical velocity response toQvolc in determining this de-
lay can be illustrated by considering a modified case in which
the vertical transport of momentum by the vertical velocity
anomaly forced by the volcanic heating is removed but the
vertical velocity associated with the secondary circulation of
the QBO is retained. (If the latter is also removed then the
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Figure 6. (a) Applied heating fieldQvolc (solid contours) andQvolc−wκTb/H (dashed contours). Contour interval is 10−6 K s−1. (b) Tem-
perature response to applied heating, averaged over the 1-year period for which the heating is applied. Contour interval is 0.5 K. (c) Cor-
responding response in vertical velocity. Contour interval is 10−4 m s−1, positive contours are solid, negative contours are dashed and zero
contour is not shown.

asymmetry in descent rates between easterly and westerly
shear zones disappears, confirming the conventional under-
standing of this asymmetry). The details of this modified dy-
namics are set out in the Supplement Text S1.

Figure 8 shows the time height variation of u at the Equa-
tor according to the modified dynamics, for heating Qvolc
applied during an easterly shear and during a westerly shear,
corresponding respectively to the cases shown in Fig. 7b and
c. Comparing against Fig. 7a it may be seen that under the
modified dynamics the effect of the heating (which oper-
ates only in the thermodynamic equation) on the QBO evolu-
tion is very small compared to that under the full dynamics;
the shift in phase of the QBO following the heating period
in both cases is about 1 month, compared to 14 months or
6 months under standard dynamics. This provides clear evi-
dence for the key role of the vertical advection of momentum
due to the vertical velocity response to the heating in per-
turbing the evolution of the QBO. The direct modification of
temperature by the applied heating, as implied to be crucial
in the “thermal wind mechanism”, appears to be of secondary
importance.

3.2.2 Using UM-UKCA

In our UM-UKCA simulations, w increases predominantly
close to the Equator in response to a volcanic eruption. The
temperature anomaly due to the eruption is broad (Fig. 9c,
d), in contrast to w and the aerosol anomaly, for which
the largest values are latitudinally confined (Fig. 9a, b for
60 Tg eruptions and Fig. S9a, b for 15 Tg eruptions). As
seen schematically in Fig. 1c and using the 2-D model in
Fig. 6, this indicates that most of the aerosol heating drives
anomalies in w rather than increasing the temperature. As in
Sect. 3.2.1, we attribute the delay in the descent of the QBO
phases in UM-UKCA to the vertical advection of momentum
from the positive w driven by the aerosol heating.

In UM-UKCA, the w anomaly forced by the aerosol heat-
ing from both 60 and 15 Tg eruptions results in a complete
halt of the descent of the QBO when the model is initialised
in the e-QBO state but not when it is initialised in the w-QBO
state (since the QBO secondary circulation for the easterly
shear zone augments the aerosol effect on the upwelling, but
for the westerly shear zone diminishes it).
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Figure 7. (a) Evolution of u at the Equator in the control experiment. Contour interval is 2.5 m s−1, positive contours are solid, negative
contours are dashed and zero contour is not shown. (b) Evolution of u when heating is applied for months 25–36 of the simulation (i.e. an
e-QBO configuration). These months are indicated by shading. (c) Evolution of uwhen heating is applied for months 41–52 of the simulation
(a w-QBO configuration).

Figure 8. Evolution of u at the Equator in experiments with QBO perturbed by heating under modified dynamics. Contour interval is
2.5 m s−1, positive contours are solid, negative contours are dashed, zero contour is not shown. (a) Evolution of u when heating is applied for
months 25–36 of the simulation. These months are indicated by shading. Corresponding evolution of u under standard dynamics is shown
in Fig. 7b. (b) Evolution of u when heating is applied for months 41–52 of the simulation. Corresponding evolution of u under standard
dynamics is shown in Fig. 7c.
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Figure 9. A point 2 months after 60 Tg eruptions in July, where
panels (a) and (b) show the w anomalies (filled contours) and sul-
fate mass mixing ratio anomalies (coloured line contours) with re-
spect to the control ensemble mean, while panels (c) and (d) show
the w anomalies (filled contours) and positive temperature anoma-
lies (black solid contours). The sulfate mass mixing ratio contours
are at an interval of 5× 10−8, 15× 10−8, 50× 10−8 kg kg−1, and
the temperature contours are in intervals of 1.5 K. Panels (e) and (f)
show the monthly mean zonal wind after the eruption (filled con-
tours) compared to the control (black line contours). The filled con-
tour intervals are the same as the line contours, with dashed lines
representing negative zonal winds in the line contours. Panels (a),
(c) and (e) show results for the w-QBO, and panels (b), (d) and (f)
show results for the e-QBO.

3.3 The aerosol distribution and possible effects on the
QBO response

Above, we show that the QBO progression close to the Equa-
tor is perturbed in similar ways in the 2-D and 3-D models
and confirm that the disruption to the QBO can be explained
primarily by the increase in upwelling caused by the eruption
on the QBO momentum balance. Importantly, the difference
in response between the w-QBO and e-QBO states can be
explained by considering the effect of the upwelling induced
by aerosol heating on the existing QBO dynamics without
the need to consider differences in the forcing between QBO
states. However, we also identify additional changes to the
QBO latitudinal structure in UM-UKCA (Sect. 3.1.3), which

were dependent on QBO state and season. We now explore
whether the latitudinal structure of the QBO could be influ-
enced by the distribution of aerosol and subsequent forcing.
Here we analyse the circulation changes to the stratosphere
in the latitude–height plane following each QBO state using
the 60 Tg July eruption scenarios, although the same pattern
of results can be identified for the 15 Tg eruptions, which are
shown in the Supplement Text S3.

To establish the relationship between the volcanic sulfate
aerosol distribution and the temperature anomalies, Figs. 9
and 10 compare the latitudinal structure of the sulfate aerosol
anomaly, temperature anomaly and zonal wind for months 2
and 5 after an eruption. The point 2 months after the eruption
is the first month with a volcanic sulfate aerosol burden in the
contour range chosen (5×10−8 kg kg−1), and 5 months after
eruption the volcanic sulfate aerosol burden is at its high-
est (Fig. S3a). To further illustrate the transport of aerosols,
Figs. S3 and S4 show changes to the sulfate aerosol optical
depth (sAOD) in time and latitude.

At a point 2 months after the July eruption in September,
transport of aerosol into the winter hemisphere (Southern
Hemisphere) is enhanced in the w-QBO case, presumably
due to Rossby wave breaking and the ability of Rossby waves
to propagate between the subtropical westerlies and the west-
erly phase of the QBO (Figs. 9a, S3). On the other hand,
Rossby waves cannot propagate into easterlies, effectively
shielding the e-QBO region from lateral mixing (Fig. 9b).
This results in more sulfate aerosol entering the Southern
Hemisphere after an eruption initiated during a w-QBO com-
pared to a symmetrical distribution after an eruption initiated
during an e-QBO. A similar pattern is found for 15 Tg erup-
tions (Fig. S9), although the magnitude of the temperature
and sulfate anomalies are smaller. For eruptions in January,
sulfate aerosol is transported into the Northern Hemisphere
after an eruption initiated during a w-QBO (Figs. S5a, S3).

At a point 5 months after the eruption in December, the
aerosol burden is still highest in the Southern Hemisphere af-
ter an eruption initiated during a w-QBO, and there is clearly
limited transport into the Northern Hemisphere (Figs. 10a,
S4b) despite the seasonal change to westerlies supporting
Rossby wave propagation there. In fact, the sAOD remains
higher in the Southern Hemisphere for the full simulation (cf.
Fig. S3b with c). The QBO westerly phase has developed a
hemispheric asymmetry with its peak winds moved off the
Equator into the Northern Hemisphere (centred near 10◦ N),
whereas the control westerly peaks much closer to the Equa-
tor (Fig. 10e). Additionally, the zonal winds are westerly in
the Southern Hemisphere between 10 and 20 hPa at 20◦ S
after a 60 Tg eruption (Fig. 10e) but easterly in the control
(Fig. 10e, dashed line contours). This structural change in the
westerly wind for eruptions initiated during a w-QBO state
is discussed in Supplement Text S4. For the 15 Tg eruption,
the westerly phase is centred near 7◦ N (Fig. S10e).

Whilst the direct modification of the temperature structure
by the aerosol heating (the “thermal wind balance mecha-
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nism”) is likely to be very ineffective in initially perturb-
ing the progression of the QBO in the time–height plane,
it may be more important in affecting secondary character-
istics at longer timescales such as the latitudinal structure
of the zonal wind away from the Equator. For an eruption
initiated during a w-QBO, the reduced transport of volcanic
sulfate aerosol into the Northern Hemisphere during July–
September creates a steep aerosol gradient. This also allows
a steep heating and temperature gradient to form over time,
consistent with an enhanced westerly shear zone in thermal
wind balance in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. S11). Upon
the arrival of Northern Hemisphere winter (December), the
westerly phase shifts into the Northern Hemisphere and be-
comes stronger than the unperturbed cases at these latitudes
(Figs. 10e, S10e). The enhanced meridional potential vor-
ticity gradient associated with this off-equatorial westerly
phase may effectively act as a transport barrier to the sulfate,
thereby reinforcing the steep meridional aerosol gradient and
confining the aerosol more to the easterly phase (see Fig. 10a
and e).

For an eruption initiated during an e-QBO state, the vol-
canic sulfate aerosol burden is more evenly distributed in
each hemisphere compared to the w-QBO case for 60 and
15 Tg eruptions (Figs. 10b and S10b, respectively), although
for the 60 Tg eruption the burden is slightly higher in the sub-
tropical Northern Hemisphere. This can be confirmed in the
sAOD at 5 months after the eruption (Fig. S4).

4 Discussion

Using the interactive aerosol model UM-UKCA, we find
that, in response to tropical volcanic eruptions releasing ei-
ther 15 Tg or 60 Tg of SO2, downward propagation of the
QBO phases during e-QBO initial conditions is delayed more
than during w-QBO conditions (Fig. 3) and that the response
is consistent regardless of season of eruption (Fig. S1). In
fact, the westerlies in the lower stratosphere temporarily as-
cend after an eruption during an e-QBO. Using a simple
2-D model of the QBO we show that these changes can
be explained by considering the change in vertical velocity
triggered by the eruption; a heating applied at the Equator
causes a vertical velocity which slows the descent of the
QBO phases by its effect on vertical momentum advection
(w ∂u

∂z
, Eq. 2). Recent papers have suggested that two dis-

tinct mechanisms, the “thermal wind balance mechanism”
and the “upwelling mechanism”, play a role. Our conclusion
is that the upwelling mechanism is much more important and
provides a clear explanation for the dependence of the re-
sponse on QBO phase and on eruption magnitude. In partic-
ular, variation in response between each QBO state is due to
the fact that, in the unperturbed QBO, the easterly shear zone
propagates downward more slowly than the westerly shear
zone, because of the QBO secondary circulation. Therefore,
the addition of an upwelling of a given magnitude, deter-

Figure 10. A point 5 months after 60 Tg eruptions in July, where
panels (a) and (b) show the w anomalies (filled contours) and sul-
fate mass mixing ratio anomalies (coloured line contours) with re-
spect to the control ensemble mean, while panels (c) and (d) show
the w anomalies (filled contours) and positive temperature anoma-
lies (black solid contours). The sulfate mass mixing ratio contours
are at an interval of 5× 10−8, 15× 10−8, 50× 10−8 kg kg−1, and
the temperature contours are in intervals of 1.5 K. Panels (e) and (f)
show the monthly mean zonal wind after the eruption (filled con-
tours) compared to the control (black contours). The filled contour
intervals are the same as the line contours, with dashed lines rep-
resenting negative zonal winds in the line contours. Panels (a), (c)
and (e) show results for the w-QBO, while panels (b), (d) and (f)
are for the e-QBO.

mined by the amount and location of the volcanic aerosol,
has a stronger effect on the propagation of the easterly shear
zone than on that of the westerly shear zone (as summarised
schematically in Fig. 11a). The possibility of an upwelling
mechanism for the disruption of the QBO by volcanic erup-
tions and the larger potential effect on easterly shear zones
was previously suggested by Dunkerton (1983) and illus-
trated in a 1-D model, which seems to have been overlooked
in more recent work on effects of volcanic aerosol and of sul-
fate SRM on the QBO. The 1-D model is restrictive since it
allows no alternative to the upwelling mechanism for QBO
disruption, but we have shown here that the upwelling mech-
anism remains the dominant effect in 2-D and 3-D simula-
tions.
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In observations, the QBO westerlies after the 1991 Mt.
Pinatubo eruption were unusually extended in the lower
stratosphere, which is noted by Labitzke (1994) but not
specifically attributed to the eruption, as were the QBO
westerlies after the earlier 1963 Mt. Agung eruption, which
Dunkerton (1983) suggests was due to the eruption. In our
study, for the 15 Tg eruption initiated during an e-QBO (the
simulation that resembles the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption
most closely), an extension of the westerly phase at 50 hPa
occurs, but we also find that the eruption forces the westerly
phase to move upwards in altitude rather than just slowing the
descent. This may be due to differences between our simula-
tion and the specific conditions of the observed eruptions or,
perhaps more likely as we suggest below, to the fact that the
QBO in UM-UKCA is more sensitive to an eruption than the
observed QBO due to a weaker wave forcing, suggested by
its longer period.

Our results agree with DallaSanta et al. (2021) in that the
initial QBO state strongly affects the QBO response to forc-
ing from a Pinatubo-magnitude or Tambora-magnitude vol-
canic eruption and that the e-QBO is most strongly affected.
DallaSanta et al. (2021) characterise this by an increase in
the period relative to climatology following an eruption dur-
ing an e-QBO state. They also find that an eruption at the
onset of formation of upper-stratospheric westerlies causes
the period of the QBO to decrease and go on to conclude that
the period of the QBO will decrease for an eruption initiated
during a w-QBO state, i.e. “the QBO will hasten towards a
state with lower-stratospheric westerlies”. However, we find
a delay in the descent of the westerly phase for eruptions ini-
tiated during a w-QBO in our simulations, which does not
fit the concluding statement by DallaSanta et al. (2021). On
closer inspection of the findings by DallaSanta et al. (2021),
they only record a decrease in the period for QBO states that
contain both upper and lower-stratospheric westerlies (and
an easterly phase in between). We did not test this QBO
state. Given that there is a large amount of natural variation
in the QBO period and that it may be affected by atmospheric
changes occurring over several months, it is unclear how the
decrease in period identified by DallaSanta et al. (2021) man-
ifests itself and what the driving mechanism is.

The model-simulated QBO disruptions caused by
Pinatubo- and Tambora-magnitude volcanic eruptions that
we have discussed here occur on timescales shorter than
or comparable to the QBO period, and we expect them to
be temporary in nature (though the short duration of the
simulations has not allowed that to be confirmed explicitly).
In this sense, the behaviour of the QBO after a volcanic
eruption is analogous to the recent observed dynamical
disruptions caused by temporarily enhanced extratropical
wave activity (Anstey et al., 2021) after which the QBO
resumed normal behaviour, and the disruption may be more
clearly characterised by considering the phase evolution
rather than yearly means or changes to period length. The
formation of dominant easterlies predicted by Brenna et

al. (2021) were not seen in our study due to differences in
the magnitude of the simulated eruption. From our results,
which show the QBO phases ascending after an eruption
during an e-QBO, it is conceivable that the increase in w
after a 1000 Tg eruption is large enough that the QBO is
completely removed, leaving easterlies.

Most studies focussing on sulfate aerosol SRM have not
separated the effects of vertical advection of momentum,
w ∂u
∂z

, from the direct modification of the temperature struc-
ture by aerosol heating coupled to thermal wind balance. Ear-
lier studies following an equatorial injection (e.g. Aquila et
al., 2014) attribute the slower descent of the QBO phases to
an increase in w from the sulfate heating, but the greater ef-
fect on the e-QBO is attributed to the thermal wind relation
and not the dynamical properties of the easterly shear zone it-
self. Over the longer timescales studied in SRM simulations,
the heating profile is likely to broaden as the aerosol is dis-
persed, as found by Franke et al. (2020), and a broader heat-
ing anomaly leads to a smaller increase in tropical w. These
factors, coupled with feedbacks from changes in the extrat-
ropics makes attribution of drivers over the long timescales of
SRM more challenging. However, our study suggests that the
commonly seen feature in which SRM applied at the Equator
leads to an extended or permanent e-QBO state (that is, in a
state where the QBO phase is easterly in the mid-stratosphere
and westerly in the lower stratosphere) is due to an increase
in w, combined with the QBO secondary circulation that re-
sults in a slower descent of the easterly shear zone compared
to the westerly shear zone.

We propose that the primary effect of a stratospheric heat-
ing on the QBO can be assessed by considering: (i) the
change in tropical upwelling close to the Equator and (ii) the
implication of the upwelling for the QBO momentum bal-
ance. Considering (i), the magnitude of the change in up-
welling will vary with injection protocol (e.g. Haywood et
al., 2022) and model differences (Niemeier et al., 2020).
Broader heating anomalies and heating anomalies away from
the Equator will decrease the magnitude of the upwelling
close to the Equator and may even lead to a downwelling.
Therefore, regional injection strategies and higher-latitude
injections (e.g. Richter et al., 2017; Franke et al., 2021)
show weaker QBO responses. A downwelling anomaly at the
Equator could lead to a more rapid downward propagation of
the QBO and a decrease in the QBO period. Indeed, there is a
hint in Fig. 12 of Franke et al. (2021) (compare their Fig. 12a
and b with c and d) that the two-point injection of sulfate has
caused a slight reduction in QBO period.

Considering (ii), the ability of the change in upwelling
to disrupt the QBO would depend on the QBO momentum
balance in each model. In our study, the momentum bal-
ance associated with each QBO state caused the e-QBO ini-
tial condition to be more affected than the w-QBO. How-
ever, the QBO momentum balance also varies among mod-
els; the unperturbed QBO simulated in UM-UKCA descends
more slowly than the observed QBO, so it is likely to be
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Figure 11. Schematic representing (top row) the most important factors controlling the QBO momentum balance and (bottom row) the
net effect of these factors on the easterly shear descent rate and the westerly shear descent rate during (a) an unperturbed QBO and (b) a
Tambora-magnitude or Pinatubo-magnitude eruption simulated in the tropics. Arrows indicate the effect on the movement of the QBO phases
due to mean vertical advection of zonal momentum,w ∂u

∂z
(pink), momentum deposition (red), the change inw ∂u

∂z
due to the eruption (yellow)

and the net effect of these (green).

more sensitive to increased upwelling due to aerosol heat-
ing. Sulfate SRM studies have previously found that model
variables including BDC strength and gravity wave param-
eterisations, which affect the evolution of the QBO, lead to
differences among model responses. In particular, Franke et
al. (2021) find that a QBO with longer lower-stratospheric
easterly phases was locked into a permanent easterly phase,
whereas a QBO with longer lower-stratospheric westerlies
(as in observations) was locked into a permanent westerly
phase in response to continuous sulfate injection.

Given the highly variable conditions of volcanic erup-
tions including variations in injection height (Aquila et al.,
2014; Tilmes et al., 2018), injection latitude, sulfate mass
and eruption duration, it is likely that an even greater vari-
ety of changes to the QBO are possible than those explored
in our study. The predictability of these responses based on
the change in vertical velocity at the Equator ought to be in-
vestigated further.

The UM-UKCA simulations, which include feedbacks be-
tween sulfate aerosol distribution, atmospheric dynamics and
heating also show changes in the latitudinal structure of the
QBO. For eruptions initiated during a w-QBO state espe-
cially, there is an asymmetric distribution of volcanic sul-
fate aerosol between the hemispheres due to seasonal vari-
ation in BDC strength (Tilmes et al., 2017), and we find
this has an impact on the latitudinal structure of the QBO.
We find that the westerly phase of the QBO moves into the
hemisphere with the lowest volcanic sulfate mass burden, the

summer hemisphere (Figs. 5a, S2a, S4). For 60 Tg eruptions
simulated using UM-UKCA, the maximum QBO westerly is
predicted to be located beyond ±10◦, with the direction de-
pendent on the season of the eruption (Southern Hemisphere
for a July eruption, Northern Hemisphere for a January erup-
tion). This creates a temporary weakening of the QBO west-
erly phase at the Equator as it moves off Equator (shown by a
negative zonal-wind anomaly in Fig. 4a, c). The QBO west-
erly phase has never been observed to move to this latitude,
and the consequences are unexplored. A possible indication
of this phenomenon in a different climate model is identified
by Richter et al. (2017). They show easterly and westerly
anomalies in the average QBO in response to an asymmet-
rical SRM experiment, with the westerly anomaly occurring
in the opposite hemisphere to the injection, although they do
not go on to show whether the anomaly was caused by move-
ment of the QBO westerly phase.

Furthermore, we suggest that there is a feedback effect
between the movement of the QBO westerly phase and the
transport of aerosol that allows the westerly phase to move
unusually far away from the Equator for several months for
eruptions initiated during a w-QBO state. For an eruption ini-
tiated in July, easterlies on the northern flank of the QBO
during late summer to early autumn prevent wave-driven dis-
persion of volcanic aerosol into the Northern Hemisphere,
which creates a strong meridional gradient in aerosol and
hence in heating. During a w-QBO state, this strong merid-
ional heating gradient aligns with the westerly phase of the
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QBO and supports its location slightly to the north of the
Equator. As the season progresses into early Northern Hemi-
sphere winter, the westerly phase, which is now off the Equa-
tor, may then act as an effective transport barrier further pre-
venting wave-driven mixing and sustaining the meridional
aerosol distribution and westerly phase off the Equator. In-
deed, for 60 Tg eruptions initiated during a w-QBO in July,
aerosols are still mainly found in the Southern Hemisphere,
and the aerosol circulation appears to be inhibited by the po-
sition of the westerly phase at 10◦ N (Fig. 10e). Since the
seasonal circulation is opposite between January and July,
eruptions initiated during a w-QBO state in January force
the westerly phase to strengthen in the Southern Hemisphere
(Fig. S6). The same changes are identified in the 15 Tg erup-
tions at a smaller magnitude (Fig. S10).

5 Conclusions

We have investigated the changes to the time-evolving pro-
gression and latitudinal structure of the QBO in response to a
tropical volcanic injection of SO2 into the stratosphere using
a 2-D model and an interactive stratospheric aerosol model
(UM-UKCA).

Our simulations show that after tropical volcanic eruptions
injecting 60 Tg or 15 Tg of SO2, the QBO phases can be de-
layed and even ascend in altitude. We find that the state of
the QBO (defined here by the sign of the vertical shear at
30 hPa) is critical in determining the response of the QBO to
a volcanic eruption and that the e-QBO state is most affected.
The disruption to the QBO progression is the primary QBO
response to the eruption, and the e-QBO shows a larger re-
sponse than the w-QBO for eruptions initiated in both July
and January. This is consistent with the hypothesis that an
increased tropical upwelling (and hence vertical advection
of zonal-mean momentum) is the most important contrib-
utor to the QBO response; the QBO secondary circulation
causes westerly shear zones to descend faster than easterly
shear zones, meaning that the additional upwelling driven by
aerosol heating has a stronger effect on easterly shear zones.
However, we acknowledge that the QBO produced by UM-
UKCA descends more slowly than the observed QBO and
therefore may be more sensitive to disruption than a more
realistic QBO. To increase confidence as to which magni-
tudes of eruption may disrupt the QBO, further simulations
are needed using different climate models for a range of pos-
sible eruptions and different QBOs. Furthermore, the mag-
nitude of the disruption may be sensitive to the injection
height of SO2 relative to the phase of the QBO; Marshall
et al. (2019) previously showed that injection height controls
radiative forcing from tropical eruptions, and this should be
an area of future work.

We also find that feedbacks due to transport of the aerosol
cause the QBO to move further into the hemisphere with the
lowest volcanic sulfate aerosol burden. This effect was sen-

sitive to the season and the state of the QBO since these fac-
tors influence the evolution of the sulfate aerosol, and the w-
QBO showed the greatest latitudinal movement in our simu-
lations. Seasonal differences in transport are especially pro-
nounced during the w-QBO state, meaning that movement
occurs into the Northern Hemisphere after an eruption in July
and into the Southern Hemisphere after an eruption in Jan-
uary. The latitudinal movement of the QBO westerly phase
could have implications for where the strongest pole to mid-
latitude mixing occurs, affecting ozone concentrations (Di-
allo et al., 2018) and the distribution of the volcanic sulfate
aerosol itself.

It is now accepted that the QBO has a significant effect
on the extratropical tropospheric circulation (Kidston et al.,
2015; Gray et al., 2018) and this is now being taken into
account in seasonal weather forecasting, exploiting the fact
that the time evolution of the QBO is relatively simple and
hence that the state of the QBO can be predicted well several
months in advance (Scaife et al., 2014). Dynamical disrup-
tions to the QBO, such as those observed in 2015 and 2020,
significantly reduce this predictability (Newman et al., 2016;
Osprey et al., 2016; Hitchcock et al., 2018) and may be-
come more common in a future climate (Anstey et al., 2021).
Similarly, disruptions to the QBO due to volcanic eruptions
would reduce predictability. Furthermore, in a warmer fu-
ture climate, the forcing from large eruptions (e.g. 1991 Mt.
Pinatubo-magnitude) is predicted to increase due to acceler-
ation of the BDC, which causes decreased aerosol size and
increased height of eruption (Aubry et al., 2021). A larger
forcing may lead to a more substantial QBO disruption, so an
understanding of the impacts from such disruptions are nec-
essary to increase societal resilience to climate change and
volcanic eruptions.
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